TRAINING THAT IS
C VID-19 SECURE
A CONTINUATION OF
CLASSROOM TRAINING

GUIDANCE FOR EMPLOYERS
AND BUSINESSES ON
CORONAVIRUS (COVID-19)

Based on the review of government guidance and
other information relevant to the current
coronavirus pandemic affecting the UK and having
taken into account the restrictions in force and the
requirements of clients in terms of their need to
ensure that their essential workers are adequately
trained in their key skills to perform their roles
safely, we will continue to deliver COVID-19 secure
classroom face-to-face training.

CORONAVIRUS (COVID-19):
IMPLEMENTING SOCIAL
DISTANCING IN EDUCATION AND
CHILDCARE SETTINGS

COVID-19: CLEANING IN
NON-HEALTHCARE
SETTINGS

STAYING COVID-19 SECURE DURING WORKPLACE TRAINING

C VID-19
SECURE PLEDGE

We have carried out a thorough COVID-19 risk assessment on all aspects of training
delivery and share the results with our training team and clients
Our trainers are equipped with sanitising and disinfection cleaning materials and fully
prepare the room and training equipment prior to and after use
We have strict handwashing, hygiene and equipment cleaning procedures, for both learners
and trainers, fully compliant with government guidance
We meticulously maintain 2m social distancing in all aspects of the training environment,
including during practical scenarios and require all trainers to wear masks at all times during
delivery
Course documentation such as the attendance register will be completed by the trainer
only with no sharing of keyboard and tablets, to manage transmission risk
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ADDITIONAL MEASURES

SOCIAL
DISTANCING

HYGIENE

OTHER

Delegates are expected to keep
2m apart at all times. Maximum
class size will be dictated by
room size and ensuring a 2m
distance. Trainers to wear a face
mask at all times. Course
documentation such as registers
to be completed by trainers
only and no pens or other
objects to be shared.

Prior to the commencement of
training, the trainer will wear
disposable gloves and prepare
the room and equipment for
use. All training equipment and
wipeable surfaces will be
wiped down with sanitising
wipes. Learners are
encouraged to wash/sanitise
hands frequently.

Where possible, windows and
doors will be opened to
provide additional ventilation
and where the venue allows,
parts of the training will take
place outdoors. Learners who
decline to comply with social
distancing will be politely
asked to leave.

PRACTICAL TRAINING - OUR COVID-19 SECURE PLEDGE
Practical training with First Response Training is safe – we call it our
'COVID-19 Secure Pledge’.

C VID-19
SECURE PLEDGE

For courses that have essential practical scenarios we always maintain
2m social distancing. Further, we will never demonstrate or permit
practice techniques to be performed on another person. For the use
of essential equipment highly effective 70% alcohol sanitising wipes
will be used by learners prior to and immediately after each use,
meaning equipment is sanitised twice between each use. Hand
sanitiser is also provided within the classroom for use regularly
throughout the course.

FIRST AID TRAINING - ADDITIONAL MEASURES
For first aid training our hygiene and safety measures go even further.
During use of the resuscitation training manikin we also provide each
learner with an individual use protective face shield which is applied to the
manikin by the learner before use and provides a totally safe protective
screen between the learner and the face of the manikin. This allows for
completely safe rescue breaths to be performed and for the learner to
practice the essential rescue breaths required for effective cardiopulmonary resuscitation.
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